
SEXUAL ALCHEMY 

When two people have sex for the sake of sex itself, with no awareness (just as most

humans practice sex today), energy is lost. The ego and shadow part of the partners is the

part that is charged and expands rapidly but then experiences a sort of a break. It’s a tear

of a sort, because the sexual energy was not built up the right way, there is a chaotic

explosion and the energy is lost. That affects our spiritual bodies which are depleted of

life force. It affects our astral body, which experiences a multitude of traumas. They can

vary between being very subtle to very strong.

The astral body appears as a dark shadow in people who misuse sexual energy, and they

are weaker in their astral body and can be used by dark entities quite easily. You would be

shocked, and maybe a bit frightened, to know just how many people today are walking

around and are almost fully possessed by dark entities because of the way they use sex

(as well as eating flesh of dead animals, which we will explain the significance of more

later). This also affects our physical bodies. It affects aging, hormone balancing and

depletion, as well as the balance of brain chemicals, which you can guess have endless

effects on countless bodily and emotional functions. When you experience these kinds of

orgasms, you feel dizziness, tiredness, anger, and you have chaos in your life. There is

manipulation, a rise in ego, the need to control, depression, and anxiety.

When a couple experiences divine sex and releases the orgasm with intent and choice,

after cleaning and preparing and keeping their bodies pure as vessels of light and power,

their orgasm will create a completely different effect. When two people have overcome

and know their light as well as shadow, when they know their masculine and feminine

and come together for the sake of uniting those polar opposites with the full

understanding and respect of who they are, the orgasm doesn’t cause a destructive

explosion, but one that brings and fills them with life and power and divine inspiration.

When a divine masculine and a divine feminine come together and are committed to each

other as vessel and channel with integrity, knowing themselves fully and knowing the

soul of the other with solid intimacy, they become magnets. They form a strong circle

between their sexual flow that will not allow any leaks in energy, so their orgasm remains

between their already clean and strong vessels (bodies) and with their intention. They co-

create a specific, desired reality. 

We create alchemy.  When we learn how to constantly transmute the energies through

our bodies, we allow the divine to flow up our spinal column. Men learn to transmute life

energy through their hearts and women through their womb. When they come together,

with love, which is an elevated frequency which charges their union even more, they are

becoming God and Goddess.  Therefore, when a couple practices divine sex, truly divine

sex, they naturally wish to be what we call monogamists. (The word doesn’t matter.) 

When a couple uses their channels in this way and keeps the energies flowing in a safe,

pure circuit between them, with no leaks or chaotic explosions, they long and yearn to be

with each other. They have no need for other vessels (other women) or channels (other

men). They are filled with the transmuted energy they create together because their

energy and physical bodies are strong enough that their union is whole and secure. Their

chackras are balanced and awakened because of this aligned union as well, which they

create through alchemy. This leaves them with the knowing sensation they are whole

and complete.  When one has truly united his/her own divine masculine and feminine

within, the need for multiple partners fades. There is a natural tendency to flow their life

force in the right way.



Now, let me be clear. Being monogamist doesn’t mean you are in a divine relationship. It is

not the only qualification, if you will, of a divine union. Not at all. Many who chose to be in a

monogamist bond do so for the wrong reasons. Also, since so many do not even know

themselves fully, they chose the wrong partners, which makes their sexual union

fractured.A divine union requires monogamy, but that is a small part of the sacred sexual

union. There are many other moving parts in this alchemy of two souls

SECRETS OF FOREPLAY

Touch stimulates the senses. But there is more to it. Foreplay generates the magnetic

fields around the body. The quality of the spirit and connection of the partners this will

determine how much energy will be generated and opened. This will determine the sexual

flow later on. Whatever energy you are cultivating now will remain within the seed of the

man, either for the purpose of creating a child or simply for any creation intended. The

focus must be on the quality of the magnetic energy that is being built up now through the

first stages of the union—or what most call—foreplay.Another important aspect is that

the feminine initiate is very much moved and awakened through her emotions. This is

always one of the main components that initiates must be aware of when sexually uniting.

It is a key component and cannot be overlooked. Since the feminine IS the leader of sexual

flow of energy, her emotions—the fuel that moved her—is highly valuable for the creation

of sex magic and divine sexual flow. The female must feel loved and safe and open. She

must feel seen and honored. The ultimate alchemy cannot occur without this key.The

initiates bodies intertwine, just as their inner serpents will later on. The female must open

her pelvic floor in order to allow in not only the male's penis, but his serpents and spiritual

energy. When the passion grows and “turn on” happens, chemicals are released into the

body, charging the magnetic field around the two bodies. The quality of this field, again,

depends mostly on the openness of the feminine and the womb, the space where life is

birthed—where magic happens. From there, it rises back to the masculine's heart, and

when the cycle is complete, this energy is spread out to the initiate's energy bodies.When

you practice in solitary, you must become very aware of your energy body first and master

the connection with your magnetic field as well as the movement of your serpents, before

reaching an orgasm.

THE FEMALE ORGASM

The female orgasm is life. All life. All creation. The male orgasm is full of the same life

force, yet it is more of a direct energy, and its main purpose, like the masculine power, is

for grounding the feminine. On the other hand, the female orgasm is so tremendous and

all-encompassing that it envelopes all of realities, dimensions, and time. It is not meant to

be described in words. It is something that needs to be experienced. Unfortunately, most

humans (and I dare say, almost all humans), don't know what a real orgasm truly is. We

have been missing out on so much because we have been blinded by the darkness. We are

far from our true selves. After you experience a true orgasm, like I have, with the guidance

of the Mother and the sisters of the temple, you cannot go back to treating sex as most

humans do today. If you only knew the potential of a sex act… but well, this is exactly why

I am writing this book.



I will not be able to teach you how to achieve this, but only show you the way to get there

yourself. If you follow the guidance in this book, if you honor the teachings, if you don’t skip

any part or try to find a short cut, you will, ironically, get there faster. If you follow the

Mother’s guidelines that are spread out through out these pages, you will create this

orgasm in your life. You will be able to create the life and the reality you desire and fully

enjoy the gifts you have as a human in this reality. You will be able to live a multi-

dimensional life of magic and explore all your potential as well, as create a better reality

for others. You will be ONE. Whole. You will feel and know your connection to all life, and

you will become sex. You will breath it everyday, in and out, and the orgasms you will

experience will go beyond your physical body.

Humans today don’t know what a divine orgasm really is. Both men and women can

achieve this earth-shattering explosion in their body and even spirit, but the woman’s

orgasm will always be stronger. Remember, the woman's core power is her sexual essence.

Warning! - I am about to get real again.

Men need to have less ejaculations and women need to have more!

There. I said it.

The reason is that women are filling up with feminine energy and connecting to their core

power with sex and orgasm. It is a fuel for us. We have infinite sex power and can have

multiple orgasms. Men, on the other hand, are depleted by their ejaculation—they usually

get tired after just one. Why is it such a shocker that I suggest that men need less

ejaculations and women more? Men also have a limited amount of sperm. There is a reason

for that, isn’t it logical?

To me, and to those who truly understand sexual energies, it is quite obvious. Sexuality is

our life source as women. We feel exhausted without this life force being regenerated

regularly. We begin to feel tired, grumpy, sad, and irritated. Our bodies will develop more

illnesses because the natural flow of energy doesn’t flow often. You see, sexual energy and

orgasm helps the female body in the sense that it helps her release endless amounts of

energy that she is constantly, daily, absorbing and transmuting. Remember, the woman is

the vessel. She absorbs, she takes in, she receives, whether she likes it or not, and whether

she is aware of it or not. It is our nature. It is the nature of our feminine bodies to be a vessel

of energy and life force all the time. When we are unaware of this, we absorb negative,

unwanted energies. But when we are aware of our power and the way our body works, we

are able to protect ourselves and learn how to choose which energy to absorb. When we are

aware, we can release energies on a regular basis from our physical and energetic bodies.

We can always make sure to be cleansed physically and emotionally, to preserve our bodies

in the best state they can be in.

The orgasm is also our source of creation, vitality, passion, and desire. It is not just the act

of sex- for us it is life. Women are more connected spiritually to other realms, and this

magnifies the whole orgasm. That’s, by the way, one of the reasons we get attached to men

more easily after sex, and why when we have sex for the wrong reasons it might feel like

our soul was just shattered. Women, more than men, must be very careful who we allow

into our bodies, for whoever enters our body enters our soul, and even enters the Mother

through us, since we are connected to her through the divine feminine path and the womb



.Sex is the most intimate sharing of your energy. Many of us women don’t say “no” when

we want to, and that only leads to us being hurt. It is time to honor our sacred bodies,

which are really pieces of the body of the Mother. They are the sacred temples that hold

and embody life and pure magic. For women, the orgasm is our connection to all creation.

This explosion in our sexual organs is the opening of a literal portal. The question is

which portal is being opened?Women, as opposed to what we have all been taught to

believe, have a way stronger sexual appetite. We long for ecstasy in the core of our being.

Men these days experience lust, which is different. It is the desire to take energy from

someone—a desire fueled by dark masculine energy. If we use our nature correctly, we

can create wonderful things in the world and enjoy the most amazing heights in our

sex!As we mentioned earlier, the female orgasm is such a force that when you have sex

with a man and you have an orgasm, you are sharing a tremendous gift with him. Your

body may not be willing to release an orgasm if the partner you are with is not worthy of

that power, or if he cannot contain it. Listen to your body and don’t push an orgasm.

Allow it to come naturally.When a man penetrates your body, he is receiving a grand

prize, but to feel and hold the power of your orgasm…that is a whole new dimension and

power spectrum. Many men will be in love with a woman and want her immensely, but

after she orgasmed with them, they immediately change their attitude, their vibration

changes and they can even run away. In many cases, it is not because these men lose

interest or that they only wanted the chase. It is because some women are so powerful, so

intense in their feminine energy, and so connected to their sexuality that their orgasm

can be so bright that it will blind a man who is not strong enough to hold steady in his

divine masculine when it is released with him. This man has the chance to a higher

awakening, but he chooses to keep his eyes shut and walk away.So, listen to your body

sisters. Your womb, pussy and orgasm knows. In our society after many years of our

feminine orgasm suppression, we are starting to feel the lack of it. After generations of

this, we are waking up and feeling the awakening of our sexual power and our inner beast

wanting to roar. We feel the collective suppression and quiver to be free. It is our

time.When a man shares with his woman her true divine orgasm, he will not only

experience new, amazing physical sex, but he will experience so much abundance in his

life and spiritual awakening.  WarningAs much as the orgasm is our nature and fills us

with power, if we women are not careful with our use of the orgasm it can also deplete us.

If we watch porn, for example, or focus on a thought, idea, or person that lowers our

frequency as we reach climax, our orgasm can work against us, just like it does for men.

The fact that orgasm is something we need more of naturally, doesn’t mean we can be

reckless and irresponsible with it. On the contrary- It even means more awareness and

responsibility. We all, men and women, can open a portal to low frequencies through our

orgasms. This is especially true in the time of cleansing and initiation, as we raise our

frequency. In one moment of anger, fear, or egoistic lust, we can open a doorway to a

source or entity that can harm us.If you find yourself, for example, constantly angry,

frustrated, or addicted to porn, and it’s out of your nature, ask the Mother /God (Lilith is

especially helpful in these cases of energetic and ‘demonic’ possession) to protect and

cleanse you—to guide you and banish all energies that are not serving your soul.Stay

fully present and aware at the time of orgasm and sexual practice. Abstain from sex for a

few days or even weeks and fully purify your physical and energetic body before

transmuting more sexual energies through it. Dive deep into shadow work and healing all

hidden wounds within you and all resistance you have within that may be in the way of

you reaching and living as the goddess version of you.



Remember, you are a vessel of light. You are the transmitter of energies. Therefore, you

must remain pure and clear at all times. You must remain in the highest vibration so

you can allow the highest vibration through you.When we learn to work with our sexual

energy in a divine way, we learn to take energy from the universe, not from your

partner. We are feeding the soul. Not just the body.When a man wastes his life force, he

depletes his whole life. He is not charged by his life force and not guided by his heart. He

creates a rip in the bond with his partner, family, work, and community, which of

course affects his purpose.This goes for women as well. A woman who has sex like a

dark masculine, who only wants to take (instead of receiving), who seeks the orgasm

and physical pleasure only, who is not guided by her womb, who is led by her wounds

and traumas is depleting herself and by causing a rip with her own internal guiding

system. She is creating a rip and disconnect with her partner, friends, community, and

her own femininity.The sexual energy is everything. It is life itself, and since the

woman is the one with the gift of life, we must get our sexual power back—our true

sexual power. I’m not talking about fucking, though it can be fun and great. Playing

with each other and exploring each other’s bodies is wonderful and needed in a

relationship if it is done right with a divine partner. I have felt the power of real sex—
real life force orgasm, and, trust me, humans have no idea yet what sex is really about.

The thing is, I have felt this real orgasm NOT while having sex. I am sharing this so you

will see that the act itself is not the main point! Sex is so much more than penetration

of a penis into a cervix. It is more than two people who get each other off, and if you

open up a bit you can experience orgasms just by breathing.

I am.
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